
 
 
 

“DO NOT OVERTAKE TURNING VEHICLE” STICKER 
 
This sign ensures that your van is compliant with Australian regulations and helps to raise awareness 
for drivers behind you.  
Please note that if your vehicle (meaning the towing vehicle together with the trailer) needs to 
straddle lanes or turn from an adjacent lane to turn left or right at intersections and it is 7.5 metres 
long or longer, you must display a “DO NOT OVERTAKE TURNING VEHICLE” sign. Not doing so is 
illegal. 
 

Please remember that other drivers are prepared for trucks to use multiple lanes when turning, they 
may not necessarily be prepared for caravans doing these manoeuvres. So whenever using multiple 
lanes to conduct a turn, please exercise caution, and be aware of other drivers. 
 
When mounting the signs on the rear of the caravan, please ensure that the following 
measurements are observed. 
 
The sign should be: 
On the left side facing the rear of the vehicle: 
 

 
 

a. No higher than 2,000mm from the ground 

b. No lower than 400mm from the ground 

c. No further in than 500mm from the left side of the van to the left edge of the sticker 
 
A tip for applying the sticker: 
Wet the area with a mild mix of water and washing up detergent, apply the sticker to the damp 
surface as this gives you a little bit of movement. Then once in place correctly, squeegee out all the 
water and flatten the sticker into the ripples etc. Leave it to dry. 
If you try to apply dry it is a VERY sticky sticker and once it touches it is very hard to correct. 
Once on and dry it will not come off easily 
 
 

Getabout Training Services 

Find us at www.getabout.edu.au 

We know you’re adventurous. And we know you want the best training so that your next 4WD or towing 

adventure is fun and safe. Whether you’re just starting out or looking to advance your skills, we’ve got your 

back. That’s because Getabout courses are hands-on and behind-the-wheel: practical instruction that is all 

about giving you the confidence to hit the road – or go off it! 

Getabout Training Services is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO# 90547 

 

http://www.getabout.edu.au/

